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ABSTRACT 
The impact of temperature, relative humidity and ozone changes bring a 
sharp warming climate. These changes can cause extreme consequences such as 
floods, hurricanes, heat waves and droughts. Therefore, prediction of temperature and 
relative humidity is an important factor to measure the environmental changes. Neural 
network, especially the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) which uses Back Propagation 
algorithm (BP) as a supervised learning method, has been successfully applied in 
various problems for meteorological prediction tasks. However, this architecture has 
still been facing problems which the convergence rate is very low due to the multi 
layering topology of the network. Thus, this research proposed an implementation of 
Functional Link Neural Network (FLNN) which composed of a single layer of tunable 
weight trained with the Modified Cuckoo Search algorithm (MCS). The proposed 
approach was used to predict the daily temperatures, relative humidity and ozone data. 
Extensive simulation results have been compared with standard MLP trained with the 
BP, FLNN with BP and FLNN with CS. Promising results have shown that the 
proposed model has successfully out performed 14% percentage compared to other 
network models with reduced prediction error  and fast convergence rate. 
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ABSTRAK 
Kesan peningkatan suhu, kelembapan relatif dan perubahan ozon akan membawa 
perubahan iklim yang tinggi. Perubahan ini boleh menyebabkan terjadinya banjir yang 
melampau, ribut taufan yang besar, gelombang haba dan kemarau yang berpanjangan. 
Oleh yang demikian, kajian terhadap ramalan suhu dan kelembapan relatif perubahan 
ozon adalah faktor penting bagi mengukur perubahan persekitaran. Rangkaian Neural 
(NN), terutama Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) yang menggunakan algoritma 
Penyebaran Kembali (BP) sebagai kaedah suap balik, telah berjaya digunakan dalam 
menyelesaikan pelbagai masalah bagi tujuan ramalan oleh pihak meteorologi, kaedah 
ini masih menghadapi masalah yang mana kadar penumpuan yang dikeluarkan adalah 
sangat rendah kerana topologi rangkaian berlapis-lapis. Oleh itu, kajian ini 
mencadangkan untuk mengguna pakai Function Link Neural Network (FLNN) yang 
mempunyai satu lapisan sahaja dan dilatih dengan algoritma Modified Cuckoo Search 
(MCS). Sehubungan itu, FLNN digunakan untuk meramalkan suhu harian, 
kelembapan relatif dan kadar ozon. Keputusan simulasi yang meluas telah 
dibandingkan dengan piawaian MLP yang dilatih dengan BP, FLNN  dan juga FLNN 
yang dilatih dengan CS. Kejayaan awal telah menunjukkan bahawa FLNN yang dilatih 
dengan MCS telah berjaya mengatasi prestasi model  lain sebanyak 14% peratus  
dengan ralat ramalan dikurangkan dan kadar penumpuan yang cepat. 
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 5CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview  
Global warming is a very serious issue in today's world. The impact of global 
warming in different regions has created a sudden demand in the determination of 
the need for studies of climate change predictions for the future. As the study 
acknowledges, prediction of climate change is a subject that is hard to implement 
because it includes a variation of physical classification. Greatest forecasting is 
established on skilled judgment than objective measurable approaches. 
Furthermore, parameters for climate  change  are  still  poorly  constrained  given  
ranges  that  are  inconsistent  with  the observed warming. Besides that, the existing 
models (Paras et al., 2007) were only concerned on the delicate balance among the 
relative strength of feedback and the diversity of parameters that brought unclear 
results. The existence of limited models for prediction tasks’ accuracy due to the 
complex environment of the time series prototypes has made it less functioning for 
some application. 
Therefore  this  research  focused on  neural  network  in  order  to  
investigate and stimulate the prediction of daily temperatures, relative humidity and 
ozone for climate  change scenarios over certain areas. For this part, neural network 
especially Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) that has been using Back Propagation 
algorithm as supervised learning method, is effectively practical in many 
problems for meteorological forecast tasks (Husaini et al., 2011; Hayati & Mohebi, 
2007; Kazeminejad et al., 2006). In conjunction with that, MLP which uses 
computationally intensive training algorithms will result a stuck in local minima. 
As for the better result, a Functional Link Neural Network which is a single layer,  
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without hidden layer has been used for prediction of daily temperatures, relative 
humidity, and ozone for prediction tasks. Unfortunately, the problem of high 
convergence rate is still occurs even when using single layer of trainable weight. To 
overcome this problem, the function of supervised learning, BP that has been used 
before, was replaced by using Modified Cuckoo Search algorithm to get a better 
prediction performance. 
1.2 Problem Statement  
The increase in temperatures, relative humidity, and ozone of the world at current 
obviously shows a harsh warming climate. This has been further supported by studies 
made by the Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), 
which the temperature increment of 0.74 C was recorded for the past 100 years 
based upon past IPCC assessment and the latest findings were reported  in six years 
duration last year (Solomon et al., 2007). The impact of exchange in worldwide 
temperature can also lead to other changes such as the increment of sea level. The 
cause of this change can happen in dangerous climates such as droughts, storms, 
and heat waves. Noticeably the impact of increase in temperature is the most accurate 
parameter for the main reason of global warming.  
By referring to Malaysian Meteorological Department scientific report 
(Meteorological Department,  2009),  regional  climatic  trends  were  in  line  with  
the  increase  in  average temperature observed for Malaysia. The effect of 
environmental changes was the increasing temperature in the highlands like 
Cameron Highlands, Malaysia. Besides that, abnormal weather triggered floods or 
drought, haze, increased ocean levels and reduced water resources. Climate change 
prediction undoubtedly is a very tough mission that has been applied in the process 
of climate. The ability for temperature forecasting simulation is very important. 
Conventional methods for temperature forecasting are sophisticated and extremely 
complex. Besides that, the effectiveness driven data methods deliver an efficiency 
contrast with conventional process-based modeling. Structure models established 
via driven data methods are computationally quicker and requisite fewer input 
parameters compared with process-based models (Paras et al., 2007). Topmost 
between them are Neural Network (NN). 
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Character of Neural Network may be declared via its structure, which is 
signified using the network architecture and the design of relations among the 
nodes, its technique of defining the joining weights, and the activation functions 
that it employs. Multi- Layer Perceptrons (MLPs), which create probably the most 
commonly used network structure, are composed of a hierarchy of processing unit 
structures in a series of two or more jointly exclusive sets of neurons or layers. The 
m ov em ent  o f  t h e  data in the network is controlled by, layer to layer, from 
input to output, hence also be called Feed-Forward Network. Nevertheless, in time-
based complications, measurements from physical systems are no longer an 
independent set of input samples, but rely on functions of time. Moreover, when 
the numbers of input and number of  training examples become tremendously 
huge, the training process for a regular neural network structure becomes sluggish 
and excessively dull.  The BP learning algorithm is gradient descent local 
optimization method which includes backward error correction of network weights, 
it still has some foremost complications required to be fixed. Therefore, the 
convergence rate of BP becomes sluggish and inappropriate to resolve huge matters. 
To overcome such time-consuming activities, this study work concentrated on 
applying Functional Link Neural Network (FLNN) (Giles et al., 1987), a network in 
Higher Order Neural Networks category which has been using a single layer of 
learnable weights, hence decreases the complexity of networks, lowers the error rate 
and raises the convergence rate. However, the convergence performance of BP 
algorithm is extremely relies on the preliminary value election of joining weights 
and other parameters applied in the algorithm, that has created unbalanced platform 
for resolving huge problematic function. So the MCS has been proposed to replace 
the BP function, to unravel the issue and speed up the convergence rate. 
1.3 Research Aim  
The aim of this research was to propose an improved Functional Link Neural 
Network trained with Modified Cuckoo Search algorithm (MCS) for prediction of 
daily temperatures, relative humidity and ozone. 
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1.4 Research Objectives  
In order to achieve the research aim above, few objectives have been set. 
They are: 
(i) To simulate a Functional Link Neural Network for prediction tasks. 
(ii) To propose a Modified Cuckoo Search algorithm (MCS)  for training (i) in 
order to reduce the prediction error and speed up the convergence time. 
(iii) To compare the out of sample performance of (ii) with the ordinary FLNN 
and Multi-Layer Perceptron trained with the standard BP Algorithm and 
FLNN trained with Cuckoo Search Algorithm in terms of the prediction 
error and convergence rate. 
1.5 Research Scope  
This research only focused on the usage of a Functional Link Neural Network with 
MCS to forecast the daily data obtained for better performances ranged from 1999 
to 2005 and ozone data from UCSI datasets. All the data has been tested and 
compared to the Multi-Layer Perceptron that covered three regions of Malaysia.  
Prediction performance of FLNN-MCS was compared with MLP-BP, FLNN-BP 
and FLNN-CS by using prediction error and convergence time. 
1.6 Research Significance  
FLNN with Modified Cuckoo Search algorithm has been used for this research on 
prediction task. This research could support in alternative approach for training the 
FLNN network that provide better result in performances of error and CPU time. 
Results from the experiments were applied to develop a vigorous and consistent 
prediction design structure that can defeat both MLP-BP and FLNN-BP, and FLNN-
CS in terms of producing less error and time. 
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1.7 Organization of Thesis  
This thesis was structured in five chapters. Chapter 1, explained the overview, problem 
statements, research aim, research objectives, research scope, research significance 
and organization of thesis. While Chapter 2 discussed about the approach and 
technique in Artificial Neural Network and Modified Cuckoo Search algorithm. 
Besides that the thesis showed the comprehensive review of past researches on the 
topics. Chapter 3 explained the design of proposed model to accomplish the research 
objectives including the framework, data sources and the procedure of the data flow. 
Chapter 4 elaborated the experimental results from the comparative model with the 
proposed model. The last chapter; Chapter 5 highlighted the novelty, research 
contribution and proposed issues for upcoming research.  
 
 
 
 
 6CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1  Introduction 
Climate change is a long-term change in environment starting during the era of time 
from decades to millions of years. The changes have caused average climatic 
conditions, extreme possibilities, or some portions of the climate. Moreover it 
comprises long-term changes in the pattern of cyclic temperature, rainfall, humidity, 
wind and seasons. Climate change is able to occur in a certain area, or the entire world. 
This transformation produces vigorous processes on Earth, which is an outside power 
containing variation in the heat of the sun, and recently also human doings. In current 
practice, specifically in the perspective of environmental policy, the term "climate 
change" is frequently mentioned to the existing climate change. 
2.2  Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) turn out to be an influential method for a lot of 
complex applications like function approximation, optimization, prediction, non-linear 
system identification, and pattern recognition. This is regarding to the information that 
they are able to adapt from samples and to perform non-linear mappings (Spanglar, 
1994). 
An artificial neuron is a computational architecture stimulated in the normal 
neurons. Normal neurons accept the indicators via synapses placed on the dendrites or 
membrane of the neuron. When the signals received are strong enough, they will 
exceed a certain threshold thus automatically activate the neuron and produce a signal 
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though the axon. This signal might be referred to another synapse, and force to trigger 
other neurons. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Natural neurons (Stergiou,and Sigano, 2004) 
The difficulty of actual neurons is extremely abstracted when forming artificial 
neurons. Mostly, these neurons contain inputs such as synapse (Figure 2.1), which 
increase trough weights power of the corresponding signals, and are figured using 
mathematical function which defines the activation of the neuron. Alternative function 
which may be the identity computes the output of the artificial neuron, sometimes in 
dependence of a certain threshold. ANN syndicates artificial neurons in order to 
process data as shown as Figure 2.2. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: An artificial neuron (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943) 
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2.3 Back Propagation Algorithm 
Basically, a feed-forward propagates activation to generate an output and its backward 
propagates error to specify weight changes (as shown in Figure 2.3). The weights on 
the continuance between neurons pass through the values in both ways. Back 
Propagation is a common technique for training feed forward     propagation    which  
decreases the value of the continuous objective function on subsequent test of the input 
.This model is used to study the weights of a multi-layer neural network, through a 
static architecture. It executes gradient descent to try to lowering the sum squared error 
between the network’s output values and the given target values. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Feed forward activation 
There are many variants of the Back Propagation model. Some of the 
explanations are defined in this division. The modest execution of Back Propagation 
learning updates the network weights and biases in the direction which the 
performance function quickly reduce the negative of the gradient. One of the formulas 
of this model can be expressed as below; 
𝑥𝑘 + 1 = 𝑥𝑘−∝ 𝑘𝑔𝑘 (2.1) 
where; 
𝑥𝑘 : Vector of existing weights and biases. 
𝑔𝑘 : The present gradient 
∝ 𝑘 : Learning rate 
There are two dissimilar methods in this slope descent algorithm which can be applied 
using additional approach and group approach. In additional approach technique, the 
slope is figured and the weights are updated when each input is practical to the system. 
While in group approach, all the inputs are prior applied to the network and the weights 
will be updated. The BP algorithm can be exemplified via adjusting the connection 
Output Layer  Input Layer Hidden Layer  
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weights to small random values. The weights can be considered as a real number.  
Normally, the algorithm of BP can be explained through steps mentioned above: 
(i) Feed forward computation 
(ii) Back Propagation to the output layer  
(iii) Back Propagation to the hidden layer  
(iv) Weight updates 
2.4 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 
MLP is the architecture of modest neurons called perceptron. Rosenblantt was the 
person who introduced the earlier theory of a single perceptron in 1958. The perceptron 
figures a single output from numerous actual-valued inputs by producing a linear 
merging following to its input weights and then possibly placing the output via some 
nonlinear activation function. Precisely this iteration can be stated as below; 
𝑦 = 𝜑(∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏) =  𝜑 (𝑤
𝑇𝑥 + 𝑏)𝑛𝑖=1   (2.2) 
where,  
𝑤 : Vector of weights,    
𝑥  : Vector of inputs 
𝑏  : The bias 
𝜑 : The activation function 
 
This function is mathematically suitable and nearly close to linear origin while 
saturating rather quickly when getting away from the origin. This allows MLP 
structure to model well both strongly and slightly nonlinear mappings. 
A typical Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network contains a group of source 
nodes establishing the input layer, one or more hidden layers of computation nodes, 
and an output layer of nodes. The input signal will be transmitted via the layer to the 
other layers .The network with multi hidden layers such as the signal-flow is shown in 
Figure 2.4. 
The calculations accomplished using a feed forward architecture with a flat 
network through nonlinear activation functions and a linear output layer can be iterate 
as below; 
𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑠) = 𝐵𝜑 (𝐴𝑠 + 𝑎) + 𝑏  (2.3) 
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where,  
𝑠 : Vector of inputs 
𝑥  : Vector of outputs.   
𝐴 : The matrix of weights of the first layer 
𝑎 : The bias vector of the first layer 
 𝐵 : Respectively the weight matrix 
 𝑏 : The bias vector of the second layer 
 𝜑  : The activation function 
 
 
Figure 2.4: MLP (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1999) 
The problem of the supervised learning method of MLP can be fixed using 
Back Propagation algorithm. This network also can be applied for unsupervised 
learning via the auto-associative structure. This can be completed by setting the equal 
values for the inputs and the outputs of the network. The removed sources appear from 
the values of the hidden neurons (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1999). This method is 
computationally quite concentrated. The MLP model needs to have at least three 
hidden layers for any rational representation and training as a network is a time 
unbearable method. 
MLP is the most popular normal type of architecture applied, and its capability 
to execute complex non-linear mappings and acceptance to noise data is well 
recognized (Haykin, 1999). Nevertheless, the problematic of MLP will produce a 
suffering long training period and frequently extend local optima. Besides that, bigger 
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MLP network will be disposed to over-fitting, thus excess the volume of its 
application, consequently lead to the study of unrelated particulars on the training data 
set, reducing the network’s feat while testing and validating. Another type of neural 
networks is a Higher Order Neural Network (HONN). This can be measured as a 
stripped down version of MLPs, where higher order terms are used, relieving the 
network of the task of learning connections among the inputs. In that case, HONN is 
simpler compared to the MLPs in term of training and implementation, although 
consuming access to joint activations among inputs, which are used by the hidden layer 
in MLP. 
2.5 Higher Order Neural Network (HONN) 
HONNs were proposed by (Giles & Maxwell, 1987) and further investigated by (Pao, 
1989) who titled them as ‘tensor networks’ and retarded them as a special case of his 
functional link models. HONN has been a success in the area of pattern recognition 
(Schmidt & Davis, 1993) and associative recall, nevertheless heretofore a minor 
research has been applied to their model in part of times series forecast. The standard 
architecture of a HONN was as shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5:Left; MLP with three inputs and two hidden nodes. Right; second order 
HONN with three external inputs and three expended input 
 
The extended input data are then used for training, as for standard feed-forward 
neural networks. Basically, the inputs are transformed in a well understood 
mathematical way so that the network does not have to learn basic math functions. 
Figure 2.5 depicts a typical function network. In Figure 2.5 the  i inputs are denoted 
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by 𝑥0, 𝑥1, 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑖 the bias to the hidden layer is denoted by  𝑥0+1 and the m extended 
inputs for functional links by𝑥0𝑥1, 𝑥0𝑥2, 𝑥1𝑥2, … 𝑥𝑚𝑥𝑚. 
HONN apply joint activation among inputs, consequently eliminates the 
mission of creating relationship among them through training. While hidden layer 
normally is not functioning for this purpose. The reducing number of free weights 
compared with MLPs means that the problems of over-fitting and local optima can be 
transferred to a large degree. Besides that, HONN is quicker to train and implement 
against to MLP (Pao, 1989). However, it still needs for practical   aims to limit the 
order of the network and the number of inputs, to evade the curse of dimensionality. 
Higher order is a network that utilizes a higher combination of its inputs. Some 
algorithm examples that apply this network are Sigma-Pi Network by Ghos and Shin, 
Second Order Neural Network established by Milenkovic et al., 1996 and Functional 
Link Neural Network proposed by Pao, 1989. 
2.6 Functional Link Neural Network (FLNN)  
FLNN architecture is flat neural network involving with one input layer and an output 
layer used in forecasting tasks. The FLNN is basically a single layer network, detached 
with the hidden layer and automatically produces the simplest learning algorithm 
compared to MLP.  The FLNN produces outputs (efforts) by increasing the early inputs 
(cost drivers) and then processing them to the final output layer. Each input neuron 
corresponds to a component of an input vector. The output layer consists of one output 
neuron that computes the software development effort as a linear weighted sum of the 
outputs of the input layer. The functional expansion efficiently grows the 
dimensionality of the input vector and later the hyper planes produced by the FLNN 
deliver better discrimination ability in the input pattern space. 
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Figure 2.6: Functional Link Neural Network 
Figure 2.6 shows an example of third order FLNN with three external inputs; 
x1, x2, and x3, and four higher order inputs which turn out to be additional inputs to 
the model. The FLNN model applies a single-layer ANN structure possessing network 
to overcome the higher computational load compared to the MLP structure, by 
expanding its input vectors. As an example, stated below is the component of the input 
pattern before expansion: 
𝑥(𝑖), 1 < 𝑖 < 𝑑   (2.4) 
where the component of  𝑥(𝑖) is functionally expanded as, 
𝑥𝑛(𝑖), 1 < 𝑛 < 𝑁 (2.5) 
Where, 𝑁 = number of expansion for every input component. Expansion of each input 
pattern is stated as below: 
𝑥1(𝑖) = 𝑧(𝑖), 𝑥2(𝑖) =  𝑓1(𝑧(𝑖)), … . . , 𝑥𝑁(𝑖) = 𝑓𝑁(𝑧(𝑖)) (2.6) 
where, 
𝑑 : For the set of structures in the group of data. 
In fact, this pattern of expanded inputs joins the single layer neural network to 
gain the desired output paragraph. For a certain mapping, the nonlinearity of the 
complex task may not be suitable for function expansion. Some of the function set 
might not assimilate with the expansion of the input dataset. Nevertheless, in terms of 
dimensionality problem, it will produce very high and aggregated dimensionality 
extends beyond expectation and will result as not a good choice. 
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Subsequently, it is preferable to select a minor group of substitute functions, 
which can plot the function to the preferred range. Therefore Patra has reserved a 
Functional Link Neural Network (FLNN) via a flat network structure that is competent 
to produce arbitrarily complex result regions by producing nonlinear decision 
limitations. In FLNN, the unseen layers have been removed to produce a lower 
computational difficulty and a higher convergence speed rate compared with MLP 
structure. 
2.7 Cuckoo Search (CS) 
The CS algorithm was introduced by Yang and Deb which has been stimulated by the 
cuckoo birds’ breeding behavior via placing their eggs in the nests of other host birds’ 
species. Certain cuckoos have changed which the female parasitic cuckoos can copycat 
the tone and designs of the host eggs on the selected host kinds. This will decrease the 
chances of the eggs being left and hence, grow their reproduction (Payne 2005).  
The CS architecture such as breeding activities consequently can be applied to 
several optimization problems. Yang and Deb 2009 found out that the performance of 
the CS can be enhanced via Lévy Flights rather than a simple random walk. 
The implementation of CS implies when every egg in a nest is stated as a 
solution whereas cuckoo egg will carry a new solution. The objective is to create the 
latest improved solutions to swap them with not so good solution in the host nest. The 
CS clarification is with regards of three (3) principal guidelines: 
(i) Every cuckoo places one egg, which carries a set of solution at a time and be 
abandoned in a randomly chosen nest; 
(ii) The finest solution which is the egg will transfer over to the following 
generations; 
(iii)  The existing of nest is already fixed, and the chance to determine bizarre egg is 
pa. In this situation, the host may leave their egg or nest and create another nest 
in other place. 
As for easiness, this latest theory can be approached through a fraction Pa of 
the nests being swapped by new nests (by new random solutions at new locations). For 
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the expansion matter, the quality or ability of a solution basically can be interrelated 
within an objective function.  
Regarding to these three principal guidelines, the elementary procedure of the 
CS can be concise as the iteration as below, while creating another solutions 𝑥(𝑡+1) 
for, say cuckoo i, a Lévy flight is executed; 
𝑥(𝑡+1) = 𝑥𝑖
(𝑡)
+  α ⊕  Lévy(λ) (2.7) 
where α >  0 referred as a step size which is associated to measure the problem of 
concern. For various cases, they will use 𝛼 = Ο (1). The product ⨁ the mean of entry-
wise multiplications. Lévy flights basically deliver a random walk, whereas random 
steps are provided from a Lévy supply for huge steps; 
Lévy ∼ 𝑢 =  𝑡−𝜆, (1 < 𝜆 ≤ 3)   (2.8) 
which has an unlimited modification with an unlimited mean. At this point, the 
sequential steps of a cuckoo basically produce a random walk procedure which follows 
a power-law step-length distribution with a heavy tail. Pseudo code of the cuckoo 
search algorithm is shown as Algorithm 2.1. 
 
1 Begin 
2 Objective function𝑓(𝑥), 𝑥 = (𝑥1, … 𝑥𝑑)𝑇; 
3 Initial a population of n host nests 𝑥𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2, . . , 𝑛); 
4 While (𝑡 < 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) or (𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛); 
5 Get a cuckoo (𝑠𝑎𝑦 𝑖) randomly 
6 and generate a new solution by Lévy flights; 
7 Evaluate its quality/fitness; 𝐹𝑖 
8     Choose a nest among  𝑛 (𝑠𝑎𝑦 𝑗) randomly; 
9 if(𝐹𝑖 > 𝐹𝑗), 
10 Replace  𝑗 by the new solution; 
11 End 
12 Abandon a fraction (Pa) of worse nests 
13 [and build new ones at new locations via Lévy flights]; 
14 Keep the best solutions (or nests with quality solutions); 
15 Rank the solutions and find the current best; 
16 End while 
17 Post process results and visualization; 
18 End 
Algorithm 2.1: Cuckoo Search Algorithm 
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2.8 Modified Cuckoo Search (MCS) 
Given enough computation, the CS will always find the optimum as has said by Yang 
and Deb (2010).However, as the examination found on entire space is on random 
walks; it is not guaranteed to be the fastest convergence as normal. Prior to this 
problem, two changes has been produced, purposely to rise up the convergence rate, 
that will make the technique more related for a broader range of application without 
missing the attractive features of basic technique (Walton et al., 2011). 
The first change shall be done to the size of Lévy flight step size α, which in 
CS, α is constant and the value of α = 1 is employed (Yang and Deb, 2009). In MCS, 
the rate of α will decrease as the number of groups grows. This has been proven for 
the similar causes that the inertia constant which is to boost further restricted seeking 
as the individuals, or the eggs, to get nearer to the completion. Increasing the 
information swapped among the eggs, in an effort to rise up convergence rate to a 
lowest, is mentioned as the subsequent amendment in MCS. For CS, there are no data 
swapped among individuals and basically, the seeking is done by their own self. While 
for MCS, a sub of the eggs with the greatest ability is placed into a set of highest eggs. 
For each of the highest eggs, a following top egg in this set is selected at random and 
a new egg will be created on the track linking with these two highest eggs.  
 
1 
A ← MaxLévyStepSize 
φ ← GoldenRatio 
2 Initialise a population of n nests xi(𝑖 = 1,2, . . , 𝑛) 
3 for all xi do 
4 Calculate fitness 𝐹𝑖 = 𝐹(xi) 
5 end for 
6 Generation number G ← 1 
7 
while NumberObjectiveEvaluations 
    < MaxNumberEvaluations do 
8     G ← G + 1 
9 Sort nest by order of fitness 
10 for all nests to be abandoned do 
11        Current position xi 
12           Calculate Lévy flight step size α ← A / √G 
13        Perfom Lévy flight xi to generate new egg xk 
14         Xi  ←  X𝑘  
15         𝐹𝑖  ←  𝑓(x𝑖)  
16 end for 
17 for all of the top nests do 
18 Current position xi 
17 
19 Pick another nest from the top nests at random xj 
20 if xi =  xj then 
21 
Calculate Lévy flight step size α ← A / 𝐺2 
 
22 Perform Lévy flight xi to generate new egg xk 
23 𝐹𝑘 = 𝑓(xk) 
24 Choose a random nest l from all nests 
25          If (𝐹𝑘  > 𝐹𝑙) then 
26 X𝑙  ←  X𝑘 
27  𝐹𝑙  ←  𝐹𝑘 
28       Else 
29 dx = |X𝑖 −  X𝑗|/ 𝜑 
30 Move distance dx from the worst nest to the best nest to find X𝑘 
31      (𝐹𝑘 = 𝑓(X𝑘) 
32 Choose a random nest l from all nests 
33 If (𝐹𝑘  > 𝐹𝑙) then 
34 X𝑙  ←  X𝑘 
35  𝐹𝑙  ←  𝐹𝑘 
36 End if 
37 End if 
38 End for 
39 End while 
40 End for 
Algorithm 2.2: Modified Cuckoo Search Algorithm 
The distance along this line at which the new egg is located is calculated, using the 
inverse of the golden ratio; 
𝜑 = (1 + √5)/2       (2.9) 
such that it is nearer to the egg with the greatest ﬁtness. Being that, when both eggs 
have the equal ﬁtness, the new egg is generated at the center. Whereas emerging the 
technique, a random fraction has been applied in place of the golden ratio and it has 
found out that the golden ratio presented is significantly performs better than a random 
fraction. 
There is a probability that in this technique, the same egg to be chosen twice. 
Due to this issue, a local Lévy ﬂight search is implemented from the randomly selected 
nest with step size; 
α ← A / 𝐺2          (2.10) 
The steps involved in the Modified Cuckoo Search are presented in details in 
Algorithm 2.2. There are two parameters; the fraction of nests to be abandoned and the 
fraction of nests to make up the top nests, which need to be adjusted in the MCS. 
Through the testing on the benchmark problems, it was found that the setting fraction 
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of nests to be abandoned to 0.7 and the fraction of nests placed in the top nests group 
to 0.2 yielded the best results over a variety of functions. 
2.9 Comprehensive View of the Previous Research on the Topic  
Regarding previous research on this topic, two related algorithms have been discussed 
to determine the result of using FLNN and MCS in other application. 
2.9.1 Slope Parameter  
The Functional Link Network improves the computing power of the ANN. In the Back 
Propagation algorithm, there is a hidden layer among the output and input layer that 
creates some problems. This could be corrected by adding a link, which enhances the 
inputs depending upon the type of output to be approximated. Therefore this link 
functionally enhances the input and establishes a functional relationship between 
output and enhanced input. Thus the network is named as Functional Link Network. 
By functional transformation, an input pattern vector is enhanced in its representation. 
In the Functional Link Network the input units pass their data through a functional link 
before distributing the data to other units. The purpose of the functional link is to 
produce multiple data elements from each individual input element by using them as 
arguments to certain functions or by multiplying certain data elements together.  
2.9.2 Extended Mixture of MLP Experts by Hybrid of Conjugate Gradient 
Method and Modified Cuckoo Search  
The Back Propagation (BP) model is the most frequently used method for training NN. 
It is an estimation of the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm, which is built on the 
steepest descent technique. Whereas the BP method follows a straight forward and 
well recognized model, there are some difficulties related with it. As an example, the 
convergence behavior of the BP algorithm extremely hang on the selection of 
preliminary values in linking weights and other parameters used in the model like as 
the learning ratio and the momentum term. 
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To overcome the matters, new model has been created by the development of 
a new hybrid model using Conjugate Gradient (CG) and Modified Cuckoo Search 
(MCS) algorithm. The MCS model was introduced by Walton has been an improved 
version of another metaheuristic algorithm so-called Cuckoo Search (CS) and it could 
be used in identifying optimal values of connection weights. This is an evolutionary 
optimization model stimulated by the nature.  
2.10  Chapter summary 
Temperature, relative humidity and ozone forecasting is critical for prediction of 
climate changes in a certain region. Various methods have been recommended to 
estimate the temperature, relative humidity and ozone with the existing forecast by 
referring to the data tested from previous projects. As for conclusion, by comparing an 
approach of prediction data, the accurate results for combination of FLNN with MCS 
in terms of the prediction error and convergence time are higher than other techniques. 
In addition, this chapter also emphasizes the approach of NN network model with MCS 
algorithm as supervised learning method. Chapter 3 will discuss further the framework 
and the approach of proposed model based on theoretical perspectives from Chapter 
2. 
 7CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1  Introduction  
In this chapter, the methodology used in this network will be discussed. In the first 
section, the performance of the existing Functional Link Neural Network (FLNN) will 
be explained, followed by method to design the proposed model for this study which 
is FLNN-MCS for prediction data. The methodologies applied were based on the 
Figure 3.1. (1) The data collection which pin pointed as a consideration will be applied 
in this model. (2) The selection of data to simulate into the network. (3) Apply 
preprocessing method to eliminate unwanted data. (4) Partitioning the data into three 
groups which are training, testing and validation. (5)  Simulating the data with the 
training and testing network model in order to validate the proposed model by using a 
replacement MCS as a gradient learning method. (6)   While in the third phase, the 
dataset representation, training parameter that have been used, and the evaluation 
criterion for the purposed model will be explained more. The merging goal of this  
study technique and result analysis used are to determine designs and  associations of 
the data via recognizing the estimated information that can be reached through the 
tune able weights met along the learning process of the model. 
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Figure 3.1: Step by step method 
3.2 The Performance of the Existing FLNN-BP Algorithm 
Functional Link Neural Network Back Propagation (FLNN-BP) is one of Higher Order 
Neural Networks (HONN) with a single layer network proposed by Klassen and Pao 
(1988).  Even though it is a flat network, FLNN-BP can capture non-linear input-
output relationships if it is fed with an adequate set of polynomial inputs which are 
created out of the original input attributes (Pao & Thkefuji, 1992). In order to search 
for a better performance of FLNN-BP algorithm, the process of selecting the best 
weight of working FLNN-BP algorithm has been measured. The FLNN-BP was 
applied in the group training, however, in the training part, the weights and bias will 
be updated after the training processes are completed. An epoch is defined when 
corresponding to the whole training set going through the entire algorithm and is useful 
to avoid an over fitting algorithm. The calculations of error value using sum of squared 
error are processed after the training group and they match with the objective output. 
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The training is actively being processed until the squared errors tumble under the target 
value and reach before the training becomes over fit. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Structure of a Functional Link Neural Network (FLNN) 
The structure of a FLNN is presented in Figure 3.1, where 𝓍ℯ is an input vector, 
and 𝑦𝑖(𝓍ℯ) is an output. The hidden layer implements a functional expansion on the 
input data, which maps the input space of dimension 𝑛1 into a new space of increased 
dimension(ℳ > 𝑛1) . The output layer consists of  𝑚 nodes, each one, in fact, a linear 
combiner. The input-output connection of the FLNN is derived as below: 
𝑦𝑖 (𝑥𝑒) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑗 (𝑥𝑒)
𝑀
𝑗=1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ m     (3.1) 
 
where,  
𝓍ℯ  : Input vector 
𝒽𝒿(𝓍ℯ) : Weight on connection from unit  
ℳ : Nodes 
𝑦𝑖(𝓍ℯ) : Output 
Polynomial expansion is the most used in functional expansion technique. Due 
to the case, the expansion results; ℎ𝑗(𝑥ℯ), are the sequences of monomials of 𝓍ℯ. 
Henrique (1999) introduced an adjustment on the model of the FLNNs, where the 
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output set by Equation (3.1) was transformed by an invertible non-linear activation 
function. The new equation is stated as below. 
𝑦𝑖 (𝑥𝑒) = 𝑓1 ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑗 (𝑥𝑒)
𝑀
𝑗=1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ m     (3.2) 
where 𝑓1is an invertible non-linear function which is the sigmoidal function. This 
alteration was created to grow the non-linear approximation capability of the FLNN. 
The training of the algorithm is done using a changed output which is the original 
output changed through the inverse of the activation function, 𝒻. 
3.3 The Proposed Algorithm (FLNN-MCS) 
The success of the application of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network model is 
already well-established based on problem solving in pattern recognition (Ghazali & 
Al-Jumeily, 2009), classification (Fallahnezhad et al., 2011 and Shin & Ghosh, 1991), 
and prediction (Güldal & Tongal, 2010; Huang et al., 2007). However, even there are 
a lot of applications have succeeded utilizing MLP as their technique, the problem of 
suffering of long training periods and frequently touch the local optima during the 
training parts have never been solved (Knowles et al., 2005). Hence, another types of 
network that lie in HONN where joint activation terms are applied, releasing the 
network of the task of learning the connections among the contributions have been 
introduced. Several models that use HONN’s technique are Pi-Sigma Neural Network 
(PSNN) (Ghosh et al., 1992), FLNN (Pao, 1989 and Pao et al., 1992), Second Order 
Neural Network (Milenkovic et al., 1996), and Product Neural Network (Durbin et al., 
1989). 
 In this research, FLNN was chosen because of its performance in minimizing 
error. Previously, there are a lot of models have been used to predict the weather 
especially in temperature and relative humidity. Furthermore for training, supervised 
learning BP technique was applied to MLP and FLNN models in predicting the data. 
However, both of them have the same problem which is sustained convergence speed 
rate. As a result, FLNN with MCS as supervised learning was proposed. This section 
explains in details about the new model as another technique from the origin of FLNN 
in producing better results. 
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In this section, the proposed algorithm of FLNN and MCS used ordinary 
architecture without any changes. The changes only involved with the replacement 
ofBP algorithm supervised with MCS in term of updating the best weight for 
minimizing the error rate. It can be visualized as in Figure 3.2.  
 
 
Figure 3.3: The architecture of FLNN-MCS 
The following MCS algorithm was proposed to the group of training, testing 
and validating. The weights and biases were calculated and updated for the whole 
training that represented by the architecture.  
The proposed algorithm, FLNN-MCS used the updated weight for output as 
derived in Algorithm 3.1. The algorithm, modified the usage of BP by exchanging the 
supervised learning in the original FLNN by updating weights using MCS algorithm. 
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